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where Ii is the n urn her of valid solutions (fi.xt are con- are not always easy to achieve in practice.
The reason is that for form-closure, these point-contacts have to be capable of resisting arbitrary wrenches and therefore they have to be backed by bulky supports. This in turn implies difficulty of placing point-contacts at some points on the bounclary of an object, in particular, at narrow concavities. Therefore it becomes important to look for other possible practical fixture models in order to reduce the number of point-contacts.
In everyday life, we frequently lean an object against a flat surface, such as a table or a wall, to constrain its motions. In the planar world, the analog of a wall is a supporting line. In this paper we extend the fixtur~llkodel to include edge-contacts which offer straight-lines of support,. Notice that, an edge-contact, can touch the object only along its convex hull. The object sinlply rests against, it; there is no reaching into concavities.
See for an example Fig. 1 To see this, consider a convex polygonal object,; an edge-contact is equivalent to two pointcontacts at, the two ends of contact.
The question remains whether an edge-contact can always replace two point-contacts; in othm words, can form-closure on polygons be achieved with one edge-and two additional point-contacts'?
Itl is easy to show7 that rectangular objects cannot be immobilized this way; there is always a direction to slide the rectangle out. However, $ve auswer the question in tile affirmative for any polygonal object which has no edge parallel to a different, edge of its convex hull. Our proof is constructive and produces a fixture in O( n log n) tilne.
Ol)jects that, have edges parallel to convex hull edges, a condition that can be prechecluxl in O(n log n) tiliie, may or may not be fixturable.
The second part, of our work relates to~)~odular fiziurt-s which is a subject of considerable popular interehtl in the manufacturing industry for the past ten years or So [~, :~,~, 9] . Basically, this involves a regular square grid of lattice holes accolllpanid by fixture rlellleutls (or jixels [5] ) that are constrained by the grid; the object then rests against these fixels which constrain its 111o- 
